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while the 1944 wwii action-drama won the academy award for best film, dilwale dulhania le jayenge was india's first oscar winner, even if it had to settle with best actress and best song awards in the respective categories. the
actor-director recreated the world of the film with the song: khoob soona ke par puta kaa lag jaa, laali khatta meetha lag jaa. the 30-year long journey of the title track itself turned out to be the most talked-about moment in
the movie itself. shah rukh, the dancing icon with the swift hands, has a special number in his heart for the film: dil ki talash mein aaja raha hai, the track was one of the top songs of the film and sung by anu malik. joginder
shekhawat: hindi cinema is loved by people from all age groups. but we don't have many films that can actually reach out to people of all age groups. and this film is kind of one of them. it touches upon themes like love and
marriage. it is full of emotions, but every heart also loves a little silly. so that's why i think it will appeal to everybody. the film also introduced the contemporary hindi romance. the guys-go-galore, excessive baarish, costumes,
car chases, and fights kind of dance to the witty dialogues of shah rukh khan and kajol and the ooh-leh, daraiyans style of anupam kher. in fact, she said her character in the film made her angry. mandira told pinkvilla, it was
only after watching the film that she realised shanti and dilwale dulhania le jayenge really made a revolution for women. since then, she wanted to show that she too can do the same.
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in dilwale dulhania le jayenge, shah rukh khan plays the role of a bollywood actor named dev pawhri, who is on a trip to the united states, where he wants to gain some experience in filmmaking. the opening scenes of the
movie show the beginning of the journey of dev pawhri, where he boards a flight in bombay to new york. while he is waiting to take off, he and his fellow passengers watch the flight crew preparing for takeoff and the

passengers are reading their newspapers. the indian passengers, with their wide smiles and cheerful gazes, look as if they are about to take off on an exciting trip. however, the film soon changes its tone, and dev pawhri falls
into the true world of hollywood. once the plane takes off, he watches the cabin crew putting up the “no smoking” sign, in order to comply with the american laws. dev pawhri sees and laughs at the irony of the situation, and it
is as if he has been transported to a different world. with the release of its 25th anniversary film, dilwale dulhania le jayenge is gearing up for its silver jubilee. the 10-year-old film's success has continued to inspire filmmakers

and actors. come fall in love - the ddlj musical will bring together the iconic romantic pair kajol and shah rukh khan. the movie will be directed by aditya chopra. the story is inspired by the hugely popular 1995 film. dilwale
dulhania le jayenge was undoubtedly one of the most successful films of the 1990s. the love story of shah rukh khan and kajol remains one of the most popular and well-known romantic bollywood films. the film also became

the highest-grossing indian film at the international box office. the film went on to be a box office success and still remains one of the all-time hits in bollywood. 5ec8ef588b
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